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t air high Sesquicentennial Hot Air Balloon Race to be held at Springhaven this Saturday. 
t air balloonist Mike Covalt lifts off from a field west of O'Brien Stadium Covalt will be the "hare" in the "tortoise and hare" race which begins at 5 p.m. 
day. Covalt, manager of Coles County Airport, is organizing Coles County (News photo by Bob Kasinecz) 
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Tuesday , June 2 4 ,  1980 News 
Little Theatre plans move after '80 cancellation 
by Linda Charnesky 
Because the government refused the 
theatre two grants for production of its 
summer season, the Sullivan Little 
Theatre has cancelled its summer 
shows and plans are underway to move 
,, fB .a financi� thi«JQCatio� 
"' tht' ftWlti . . . ' 
� • :rts •, · tl}e"'i$tie! .,a· att  
because the members who iss\Jetl the 
grants had never seen a production put 
on by the theatre, managing director 
Barbara Sullivan said . 
The lllinois Arts Council also denied 
a grant to the theatre because it could 
not be issued until July 23 when three 
of the four shows were already 
completed . 
Eastern theatre instructor Gerald 
Sull ivan and his wife Barbara were 
managing directors· of the theatre 
before the shows were cancelled in late 
May.  
Productions terminated for the· 
summer' s 24th season were "The 
Sound of Music," "Oklahoma," "The 
King and I," and "Angel Street . "  
Three c h i l d ren ' s  p rod u c t i o ns 
"Winnie the Pooh," ' 'The Wizard of 
Oz," and "Snow White" were also 
cancelled due to the closing of the 
theatre. 
"After we discovered we did not get 
the grants, we could not go ahead,' ' 
Gerald Sullivan said.  He said those of the Sullivan Little Theatre as of yet . 
persons who have purchased season Howe�er, the theatre is reapplying to 
tickets for the summer were given a The National Endowment of the Arts 
refund . and the lllinois Arts Council to seek 
Sullivan expressed a much greater funds for relocating and to help 
need for public support in order for the finance future productions, Barbara 
- '°-be� .. . ����- .. . 'y, 
. .- btli' • ' . � .,,. . . ·' � 
that ���·:o�::���s�uivaQ .wit� ;ts -CorisdliC::/af iO 
4100 population is not large enough to 
support a theatre. 
' 'The theatre organization will be 
working to establish a strong financial 
support," Sullivan noted . Possible 
moves to Decatur or Springfield are 
very likely, and Sullivan said the new 
Decatur civic center is a very good 
location. 
Sullivan and his wife will continue as 
managing directors of the theatre when 
it moves . "I will  probably direct a 
show or two and my wife will continue 
as musical director also," he said . 
Sullivan added that he and his wife 
are only interested in running a 
summer theatre as opposed to a year 
long running theatre .  He explained 
that his j ob as an instructor in 
Eastern ' s  theatre department is his 
main concern .  
Theatre owner and producer Guy 
Little, who has been owner for 22 
years, has not made plans for the use ' 'The o 
will un-
/Weather l 
popular w1 
said .  "They--·��-­
conferences along with their meals . "  
The north end o f  the Panther Lair 
has been opened for faculty use to 
provide for similar needs, Bassett 
added . 
Tuesday will be partly sunny, hot 
and humid with highs in the upper 80s 
or low 90s . 
Tuesday night will be partly cloudy 
and warm with lows in the 70s . 
Wednesday will again be hot and 
humid with highs in the low 90s . 
The extended forecast for Thursday 
through Saturday calls for the warmer 
weather to continue with fair skies . 
Highs will be near 85 with lows in the 
upper 60s . 
• * * * * * * * * * * •.• * * * * * * * * * * * 
,. 
,. 
Deli items, formerly served in the 
Rathskellar, have been relocated to the 
area where the pinball machines were 
previously located in the Lair . A 
variety of cold cuts, cheeses, drinks 
and a daily special will  be offered, he 
said .  
She added that the theatre hopes 
hear about the outcome of the gr 
by early fall . 
Sullivan Theatre, Inc .  is a non-pro 
corporation that is supported 
contributions and ticket sales . 
The newest feature of the � 
service is an open barbeque bu 
located on the Panther Lair patio. 
buffet offers barbeque beef s 
wiches, hamburgers, hot. dogs, corn 
the cob, baked beans and a variety 
salads, Bassett said . 
operation. ' '  
The Panther Lair facility 
continue to offer its standard 
which includes breakfast specials, 
fashioned ice cream in 17 flav 
sundaes, milkshakes, grilled 
wiches and other items .  
The deli, salad bar and bar 
buffet are open from 11 a .m. to I· 
p . m .  daily .  Hours for the Panther 
are 7 a . m. to 8 p . m .  
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oman makes career out of housing students 
da Charnesky 
ding adequ;1< ,1ff-campus 
g is not easy 1,. 1 1any college 
ts, but one Charkston woman 
ned her home for the last 30 
o Eastern students and teacher' 
nie Endsley, 83, of 1010 Sixt h 
has been renting rooms in her 
r-old home to approximately 
tenants during the regular school 
nd five during the summer terlll 
the late 1940s when she first 
sed the home. 
ing in her well-furnished living 
Minnie explained how she came 
the idea of keeping students and 
rs. 
e widow lived here previous to 
d there were kids already here 
my husband and I bought the 
, so we decided to keep them 
e said . "We couldn't just thro\\ 
out because it was the middle or 
hool term." Rooms have becn 
out in the house ever since. 
sley noted that housing "as 
back in the early 50s because 
such as Andrews, Lawson. and 
n were not yet built. 
that time, each off-campus hou'e 
quired to have a house mot her, 
id . The house mothers \\ere 
ed to sign time sheets because the 
were to report in by 10:30 every 
sley spoke of a few instances 
protection "since.the world has made a 
big change." 
She explained that last winter 
someone rang her doorbell in the 
middle of the night. She said she kit 
llluch lllore comfortable having boys in 
the house to answer the door. 
Endsley also told stories of Eastern 
ieachers staying at her home. OnL' 
teacher, she said, brought a parrot and 
had a newly remodeled roolll "smelling 
like a hen house." she said. 
"One student brought a horse and 
was going to rent a pasture for it," 
Endsley laughed . "She'd take blankeh 
and ride that stinking horse and that 
room always smelled like a horse." 
She stated she learned something 
from that experience. "I waited until 
the school year was out and marked 
that down as a lesson ," Endsley said. 
Endsley is no st ranger to the 
Charleston area. She was born X lllilcs 
south of Charleston near the Lincoln 
Log Cabin Park. She \\·as a student at 
Eastern when it was called the Norlllal 
School, where she studied elementary 
education "for teaching in countn 
schools," she said. After receiving her 
teaching certificate· in 1914, she 
lllarried her husband Mac \\ho ha' 
·been dead since 1965. 1-.ndsley ha' 
three sons, six grandchildren and se\·en 
great grandchildren. 
she had to report girls to 
n's Housing Office because they 
to check in on time or they 
tcd incorrectly where they were 
Minnie Endsley sits in the comfortable living room of the home she- has been 
renting to students for the past 30 years. (News photo by Bob Kasinecz) 
At one time she kept 13 girls and 
they all \\Ore can-can slip.,, three or 
!"our of them at a time, she said. "I.ct 
me tell you it was hard to gel 13 girls 
around the dinner table especially\\ ith 
those slips on," Endsley said. 
time two girls said they were 
home for the weekend, but they 
up not going home at all, she 
smiling. "The parents called 
and I had to tell the truth that the 
had signed out home, but instead 
to one of the girls for the 
At 
weekend, "which she explained was not 
a very pleasant experience for her. 
She added that boys had no time 
restrictions and they did not have to 
sign-in or out. 
Endsley noted her preference in 
renting to boys over the years rather 
than girls. "The boys don't bring as 
much brick-a-brack, they just bring 
TUES 
"Appaloosa" 
Tues. Nite Only 2 5 c; Old Mil All Nite 
WED 
''A I '' ppa 00S8 Country Rock 
their clothes," she laughed. She went 
011 to say that girls seem to clean out 
their houses before they come and end 
up bringing everything to her house. 
Endsley also noted that she likes 
keeping boys because they oiler 
She is thinking of cutting dm\n the 
number or students she keeps to about 
four. "It will give llll' a chance to 
rejuvinate my rooms and use sonic or 
the closet space I never had before." 
she said. 
Student Senate to elect speaker, 
_at-large senators on Wednesday 
The Student Senate will elect a 
speaker who will preside for the 
duration of the summer at 7: 3 0  p.m. 
Wednesday, Student Body President 
Bob Glover said. 
Glover said the Senate will also elect 
the summer at-large senators. He said 
Smyser's 
Wrecker & Repair 
Service 
Complete Auto Repair 
Reasonable Prices 
24-Hour Towing 
750 Sixth St. 345-5702 
he was happy with the number of at­
large district petitions he has recieved. 
Wednesday 's  meeting will also bring 
appointments of vacant Council on 
Academic Affairs and Union Board 
positions, Glover said. 
Correction 
D&DHobbies 
. are open 
Daily 3-6 
Sat.11-5 
GUYS 'N GALS! 
I 
(across from 
to get great looking hair you 
just wash and wear 
come to 
Valerie's 
Hair Affair 
Mon-Sat 
Wilbwalker Shopping Center) 345-5712 
. .  
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Citycruncil rulingsneedexaminatio 
Recent actions taken by the Charleston 
City Council need critical examination. 
On May 2 0 ,  the council passed a drug 
paraphernalia ordinance , which prohibits 
the possession of "certain items designed � 
or marketed for use of illegal drugs." Also, 
last Tuesday the council approved the 
annexation of the Charleston Country Club 
to allow for the sale of liquor. 
Whether the ordinance will be en­
forceable or not remains to be seen. Will 
Eastern's annual 'Octokerfest' be allowed 
to continue on the quad, but anyone 
walking the campus with a water pipe be 
arrest and finea ? 
council, are connected with the Cou 
Club as members? 
Secondly ,  and more importantly, 
can those same members allow the ill 
sale of liquor in the past to go on, 
pass an ordinance which makes 
possession of drug paraphernalia illegal. 
Student Body President Bob Glover 
called the drug paraphernalia decision 
untimely , and we agree. The fact that the 
ordinance concerns more Eastern 
students than Charleston townspeople 
should have led the council to gather more 
feedback from students ,  who do make up 
a large percentage of the city. 
The legislation of morality is a difficult 
task, and the paraphernalia law seems to 
be another example of lawmakers at­
tempting to do just that. 
Granted alcohol is legal, while d 
such as marijuana,  cocaine ,  and ha 
are not. But is the possession of a r 
clip more dangerous than allowing 
person who has been drinking at 
Country Club to get behind the wheel 
car? 
On the other hand ,  the council then turns 
around last Tuesday , and annexes the 
Country Club into the city for the sole 
purpose of allowing liquor sales at the club. 
Instead the council passed the bill while 
school was not in session. Whether the 
timing of the action was intentional or not is 
besdie the point. The council did not solicit 
student opinion opens it up to criticism. 
Charleston Mayor Bob Hickman and 
others on the council are members of the 
club which in the past has allowed illegal 
liquor sales despite the fact that 
Charleston township, is dry , brings up 
more questions. 
First, is thcit not a conflict of interests 
when the mayor, and members of the 
Questions like these need to be 
swered. In the future, we advise the 
Council to gather more student opi 
before making decisions that a 
Eastern students and to re-evaluate 
own thinking concerning morality w 
passing city ordinances. 
Camps provide important glimpse of Eastern 
Remember your first glimpse of /\.;\ fh Eastern? It might have been quite a im@�uu@ 
while back, especially for some of us, 
but surely you can recall that feeling in IUl@n nRRf=\frl your gut when you looked around, lI11 �eJeJ\S'U 
taking in the ivy-covered walls of Old 
Main and the student services building, 
counselors who go out of their way to remarking how well-kept and appealing 
make the campers feel at home, or flower gardens around campus were 
even a lowly EIU student who takes and wondering why in the world 
time out from his busy summer anyone would want to build Carman 
schedule to give (correct) directions to Hall OUT THERE. 
the Union. If you can dredge up some of those 
Of course Eastern is known for its memories after having become 
appealing size, the compactness of the comfortable with these surroundings, 
campus and its friendly students, all of try putting yourself in the place of one 
which need to be transmitted to the of the many campers visiting Eastern 
many visitors who will revolve in and this summer, taking part in anything 
out of the residence halls for the from music and speech camps to 
various camps. After all, we need basketball and volleyball camps. 
students to carry on Eastern's They arrive at Eastern after a 
traditions. Studies conducted not only sometimes long and tedious trip, 
confused about what to do next. But by Eastern, but many other universities 
as well show that if the student's they're excited about the coming week 
initial contact is made through at-of �ndepend_ence and hopefully tending a camp, he or she will be more learning expenenc_es, �s.they amb�e.up likely to choose that university to to you and ask with t1�1d, yet shin1n?�' continue his education. With ���· "���re bd�� re�s;�r0�0.����i�·s enrollments projected to decline by 20 ere s e a r�? · percent by the 1990s, we need a good place to eat· . , . to draw as many bodies here as we For those who are soaking up their 
first impressions of Eastern and maybe 
even their first college, the camps 
provide an important step that not only 
the high schoolers, but the university 
too should take advantage of. 
Certainly anyone shelling out $140 
to attend one of the athletic camps 
here will definitely try to get the most 
for his money. Even students at music 
or journalism camps who might be here 
ori a free ride compliments of their high 
school organization, will undoubtedly 
can. 
Even "oldsters" who do a little 
reminiscing about Eastern paint a 
picture worth remembering. One father 
accompanying his son to the football 
camp Sunday remarked how different 
the campus looks now from when he 
graduated in 1957. "It used to be the 
library was way back there at the end 
of campus and then there was nothing 
but fields," he said. While it no doubt 
come away with some type of long- n r21oor21o ln\@n0° r?W 
lasting image of their experiences here lS\5" l!:i L!:i-&u Li2' 0 U � lJ 
and an overall feeling about Eastern as iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
a university. All letters to the editor must includE 
This is why it's crucial that the the name, address and telephone 
contacts campers make while they're number of their authors for iden­
here be positive ones. They might tification purposes. Letters which do 
come from a coach who shows in- not carry this information will not be 
dividual interest in each camper, hall published. 
'" . ·, .  .... • • •  t ,. ,, ... 
shocked him to see that the campus 
has doubled in size since that time, the 
glint in his eye as he talked about his 
old alma mater reflected an ac­
cumulation , of good experiences at 
Eastern. 
While a week is quite an abbreviation 
of the usual four-year stint which 
evoke such a reaction, if our vi · 
the campers, come away feeling 
about their stay, maybe that f 
can be renewed in later years 
they sign up for Eastern again. 
l3yrne' sf eud with Tribune 
raises interesting questions 
"If given a choice between goverh­
men t without newspapers, and 
newspapers without government, I 
would not hesitate for a moment to 
choose the latter." . . . .  Thomas Jef­
ferson 
Obviously, Jane Byrne has never 
heard of Thomas Jefferson. 
Mrs. Byrne, the controversial mayor 
of Chicago, ordered the Chicago 
Tribune's city hall reporter out of the 
press room Sunday, and ordered 
officials at city hall not to speak to 
Tribune reporters. 
I'm not sure, but that sounds 
suspiciously like something th�t 
happens in Russia. This country 1s 
supposed to have an amendment to 
the constitution that allows freedom of 
the press. 
The reasons the mayor gave was the 
publication of an article which 
suggested there was incompetence at 
city hall. Just because a publi� offici�I 
does not like what is being printed, 1s 
no reason to attempt and suppress the 
news. 
As far as her ordering her city hall 
officials not to speak to Tribune 
reporters is concerned, people don't 
HAVE to talk to the press. I bet that 
doesn't stop the Tribune sources. 
Mayor Byrne and the Tribune have 
never gotten along. In her quest for the 
mayorial post in 1979, the paper 
endorsed her opponent in the 
Democratic primary contest, Michael 
Bilandic. Since that time, Mayor Byrne 
@r1@@ 
lP@��@(J�@(fl) 
has held a grudge against the Tri 
Whether or not the Tribune has 
fair in its coverage of city h 
whether the paper "has it in" for 
mayor, as she has claimed in the 
is not the question. 
What Mrs. Byrne is trying to 
scary. Any attempt to infringe on 
First Amendment rights of an 
needs to be squashed at the 
Both the Trib and Mrs. Byrne said 
the issue may be taken all the 
the Supreme Court. Hopefully, 
high court, despite its anti· 
rulings in the past, will see fit to 
precedent that will curtail such 
attempts to control what a new 
contains. 
On Monday, the reporter in qu 
was back on the job as usual. 
matter may or may not die there. 
If it does, fine. Maybe the mayor 
her press secretary-husband 
McMullen have made their point. 
they want is more favorable cov 
from the Tribune. 
There ought to be a better w 
get it. 
TC still recruiting; 
students have applied 
Meeker Illinois State, Northeastern and 
tern's ROTC program is still in Eastern Illinois universities. In fiscal 
ruitment stage and has received year 1981, the Army will select eight 
lions from 40 students to date, host schools out of the 1980 extension 
James Kantor, ROTC in- school total. 
r, said Monday. "With the enthusiasm the faculty 
e're talking to freshmen and and students have shown here, it is 
parents going 'through possible this university could be 
tion now," Kantor said. "We selected as a host school in 1981," 
talked to students from freshmen Kantor said. 
·or status." Kantor expects more women to 
tor said the program is open to enroll in Eastern's program as com-
ents who will have at least four . pared with Illinois'. "At the U. of I. 
rs left on campus. There are no between 25 percent to 30 percent of the 
academic requirements except cadets are females. But since Eastern 
ureate designation. has a greater percentage of females 
ROTC program is an extension (nearly 60 percent female to 40 percent 
University of Illinois' present male), the percentage of ·female 
m. Kantor and a non- enr�llment may reach 50 percent," 
· sioned officer will teach the Kantor said. 
science courses for ROTC. One summer training camp wtl W 
tor said the military science required of all ROTC cadets who are 
will be taught in the Applied not veterans. The leadership 
and Sciences Building with development training at Fort Riley, 
ip development laboratories in Kansas will be offered in the summer 
tz Building. between the junior and senior year for 
ROTC cadet will be required 19 · students in normal progression in 
of credit in military science with ROTC. Opportunities for additional 
·on to gain a minor in military training programs in air assault; 
e are two scholarships available 
OTC cadets. State scholarships 
r tuition, activity and.graduation 
Federal scholarships, which are 
on a national competitive 
pay for four years of tuition, 
board and include a $1000 tax­
'ng allowance paid each school 
e scholarship is in effect. 
tor said Eastern will be allotted 
scholarships and all cadets are 
to apply for the federal 
ships. There are 6,5 00 federal 
ships awarded nationally, he 
. Kantor said Eastern's ROTC 
may become a host school 
ndent from the U. of I.) in 
year 1981 if enrollment justifies 
Army established 41 extension 
nationwide in 1980. Four of 
were in Illinois: Southern Illinois, 
airborne and artic survival are optional 
for cadets and will include com­
pensation. 
The ROTC extension program was 
approved in the spring of 1980. 
Courses have been approvt>d in 
military science and will be taught in 
the fall of 1980. 
For the record -
It was incorrectly reported in 
Thursday's edition of the Eastern 
News that a student can obtain one 
hour credit free by enrolling in future 
workshops if his summer load is under 
10 semester hours. 
Students may take the workshop for 
free only if they are currently enrolled 
in eight to 10 hours. If a student is 
enrolled in less than eight hours, fees 
will be accessed for the workshop. 
1-- ------.. ··--.. --. .-.-. .._.._._...._. .,_ ·- ��·-----
tice : The U niversity Union Bookstore 
II be closed for 
ventory Friday, 
ne 2 7 and M onday,. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. UNIVERSITY UNION 
ne30 
loo hot in the Sun? 
Don't have enough Time? 
et a beautiful tan in our cool 
d comfortable indoor tanning 
ooths. Convenient hours for 
usy people. 
1 51 O University Drive 
TAN 
TAN 
TAN 
TAN 
TAN 
TAN 
TAN· 
TAN 
TAN 
TAN 
TAN 
Enjoy sports? Like to write? Call 581-2812 
d become as arts re orter for the News 
Tuesday , June 24, 1980 Eastern News 
CAMPING EQUIPMENT 
RENTAL 
Check out Thursdays 
Check in Mondays 
1-3 
1-3 
5 
Equipment available at University Board Office 
216 Union Bldg. 
(Equipment rental on a first come-first serve basis) 
l�.eg��2:�: CHAltLl•TON, ILLIN018 
Where you always get 
C h 45� worth of Custom Oac Lettering FREE with each shirt purchased 
Eddy's 
Panther Sport Shoppe 
�lcl11l"llt 
�cacl11t?§§ Scalf? 
Monday� Tuesday Only 
til Midnight 
* Lady Road Runners $4. 50 off regular 
$2 9.45 
��L,,,.,, ,,;� ..- Hugger GT $5.00 off regular 40.65 
reduced to 35.65 
All Converse and Brooks Seconds are 20 % off 
*All Hang Ten swim suits 
20-50 °/o off 
* Other surprising discounts 
during the day 
One block North of Lincoln 
Oldtown Shopping Center 
. . . . 
6 Eastern News · · · T�sd�.June24,1�9�8�0����-·-· -·· -·-· -·· -· -· ·-·-· -·· -· -· -· ·-· -· ·-· - -������������ 
Cover emergencies expenses 
Loan funds aid financial problems of student 
by Laura Rzepka currently available in this fund, Brooks 
I n  the past year Eastern has loaned said. 
out $140,405 through the two major Applicants must be ful l - time 
s -hort-term loans which most students students, U.S. citizens and in good 
apply for, Debra Brooks, loan standing academically. The loan 
collection officer said. amounts range from $50 for a first 
The deans emergency loan fund has semester student to $600 for a senior. 
aided students with $46,980 since J uly If the loan amounts to less than $100 
l, 1979 and there is currently an ad- the borrower does not have to pay 
ditional $43,000 available although interest and a co-signer is not required. 
those figures change from day to day, H owever, loans more than $100 
Brooks said. require a two percent interest rate and 
This loan is limited to students who must be co-signed. 
have been ·enrolled at least one All of the short-term loans are 
semester and are in good standing funded through private contributions, 
academically. McKenna said. 
The maximum loan is $100 and if it  Brooks said she has seen an increase 
is repaid within 90 days there is no in students applying for loans for such 
interest charged. expenses as phone bills, trips home and 
"Most of the time if it's an heating bills.  "You almost have to take 
emergency situation $100 will solve it," out a loan to get from one day to 
Sue McKenna, director of financial another," she said. 
aids said. Students who do not repay their 
The student loan fund has assist-ed loans continue to be a concern to the 
students with $93 ,425 since J uly l, loan office personnel. 
1979. There is approximately $37,000 "If students don't pay back their 
�-··-··-··---· 
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t for a FREE makeover at I 
I , , I : tvER.E l'DRMAN Studio i 
1 Call Today for appt. I : t \ 345-5062 I 
I MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS I 
loans all they do is cheat other students 
out of it. My main concern is not what 
they're (the students) going-to do with 
the loan but how they plan to pay it 
back," McKenna said. 
"We don't have any safegu 
when we loan out money. The 
weapon we have is to put a hold on 
student's records if they don't 
back," McKenna said. 
H olding a student's records to 
the amount of loans not repaid 
eludes not issuing transcripts or gr 
and in some cases not allo 
students to graduate, Brooks said. 
After someone is unclear for 
months the defaulter may have tog 
a collection agency, she added. " 
happens a lot." 
Another way the office co 
repayments is to deduct the am 
from any financial aid they are en · 
to, Brooks said. 
Student legal service t 
begin in September 
by Frank Adducci 
Student Body President Bob Glover 
said Wednesday that the projected date 
for the student legal service to obtain 
an attorney is Aug. 1 and that he plans 
a productive summer for the Student 
Senate. 
"We currently are reviewing 20 
applicants for the position of student 
attorney," Glover said.  "We should 
have the service started by September 
l." 
Glover said the attorney's office will 
be located in the Iioquois Room of  the 
University Union. He said a board 
comprised of four students and three 
faculty members will select the at­
torney. 
applicants for the Vice Presiden 
Academic Affairs position which 
recently vacated by Thomas 
Glover and a search committee 
reviewing 26 applicants and they 
to come up with a decision by July 
"We want to make sure we co 
with the right man for the j ob," GI 
said. 
The grade appeal policy is also 
studied this summer. Glover said 
Senate has sent letters to 19 dim 
schools inquiring on their grade a 
policies. 
''After we get the response we w· 
sure what changes we'll make in 
Eastern grade appeal policy," GI 
explained. 
j T Sh . f I I 
Old owne opprn� .entirblk.N.ofOldMain I ..... . ·-··-··-··-··-··---·�·· .... ··�..-.���..-. .. .-. ..-.,.._., ..... ,.._._. .. ._.,,._.,,._.,,._..4 
"The reviewing of the 20 applicants 
shouldn't take us too long," Glover 
added. "Most of the applicants are 
li!!!!i!!i!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i!i!!!!!i!!!!!!i!i!!i!!!!!!!iii!!!!!i!!!!!!!i!!&!!!!!!!!!ii!ii!!!!!iii!!!!iii!!!!iii&!!!!i!i!!!!i!i!!!!i!i!!!!i!i!!!!i!i!!!!i!i!!!!i!i!!!!i!i!!!!i!i!!!!i!i!!i!iil from the Charleston area with some 
"This is the first time in a long 
that a student body president has 
at Eastern in the summer," he said. 
doing so he said, he plans to get a 
start i n  preparing for the fall semes 
The Service of Your Bicycle is Much 
Too Important To Trust To Anyone But 
Your SCHWINN® Dealer 
Schwinn mechanics are trained In factory service schools. 
They are highly skilled bicycle experts who know how to 
service not only Schwinn models but almost every bicycle on 
the road. Our service department is completely equipped 
with the latest in bicycle tools, testing and service equipment, 
many of which are Schwinn's own design. When your bicycle 
needs service see the man who has the right tools for the 
right job, the bicycle expert. See your friendly Schwinn 
Dealer. When Schwinn does it ... it's done right. 
Harrison ScltW!finn Cyclery 
303 Lincoln {Next to Hardees) 345-4223 
Largest selection of 
bicycle accessories 
in town. 
coming directly out of law school.'' 
He said his office is also reviewing 
\ 
Don't be bugged by unwanted items, 
place a classified ad today 
emphis Phase Two hams it up as band members entertain students Sunday 
Old Main. The free jazz concert was sponsored by the Black Student 
· n. (News photo by Bob Kasinecz) 
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4 
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PLAY 
IGA BANKROLL 
Come in and register. 
Get your card punched 
each time you shop. 
This week bankroll 
$300.00 
Bakery 
&Deli 
Convenient 
IGA check 
cashing cards 
Sales All Week · 
FOOD GIANT 
SANDWICH BREAD 24 oz. 
29¢ 
Tuesday , June 2 4 ,  1980 Easter• News 7 
Bob's Package 
Pabst 
l 2pks 
$4.29 
Wall<er 
VODKA 
$4.69 qt • . 
BUSCH 
12 pl<. cans 
$4.29 
Ron Rico Rum 
$3.98 750mml 509 ·Vanburen 
: ________ - --------------- -----
-----
Carton of Cigarettes 
Any Brand in Stock SALE $S.14 Reg. $5.43 
Coupon good through June 29 
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Brooks says Reagan's choice of veep important 
by Jerry Fallstrom 
Republican Presidential candidate 
Ronald Reagan's most important 
deCision before the Republican con­
vention will be the selection of an 
"acceptable" vice �oresidential can-
didate, Herb Brooks, former Coles 
County. Republican chairman said last 
week. 
Brooks, who resigned as chairman 
after the March 14 primary, said he 
would be happy with former 
presidential candidates Howard Baker, 
R-Tenn., or George Bush former 
United Nat'ions Ambassador as 
Reagan's running mate. 
"!laker gained a tremendous 
amount of respect when he bowed out 
of the race gracefully," Brooks said. 
Baker, the Senate minority leader, was 
one of the first Republicans to bow out 
of the presidential race. 
"Bush received a lot of exposure 
from his campaign. Both Reagan and 
Bush have the same philosophy," 
Brooks said, "And even though it was 
a hard-fought campaign between the 
two, I don't detect any animosity. I 
don't think there was anything per­
sonal said in the campaign. ' '  
Also mentioned as possible running 
mates for the 69-year-old Reagan are 
former president Gerald Ford, Sen. 
Richard Lugar of Indiana and Rep. 
Jack Kemp of New York. 
Brooks said the choice of Ford as 
the 
:·:Charleston 
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Reagan's running mate would be 
" ideal," but he said he feels Ford's 
acceptance of the j ob is unlikely. 
"To have been the president of  the 
United States and then come back to be 
Vice president would be difficult," he 
said. "I think that a lot of people on 
hindsight would have liked to have 
voted for Ford, now that we seen what 
Carter has done. " 
· 
Brooks said Ford's selection of 
Robert Dole as· his running mate in 
1976 did not help his chances against 
an unknown born-again Georgia 
peanut farmer. Dole, the senior 
senator from Kansas, was regarded as 
a " hatchet man " for Ford, Brooks 
said. 
' ' I  think a lot of hard-core Reagan 
men sat out the last election,'' Brooks 
said. 
The Republican Party is currently 
the most united Brooks has ever seen 
it. "I think the reason is that we feel we 
j ust can't afford four more years of  
Carter. " 
A recent poll by United Press In­
ternational concluded that Reagan 
would beat Carter by a narrow margin 
if the election were held today. 
Brooks said the campaign of In­
dependent Party candidate John 
Anderson will help Reagan more than 
Carter. 
"I think Anderson will get a per­
centage of the vote, those who are to 
the left of either Carter and Reagan. 
He is a McGovern-type candidate who 
is trying to paint himself as a 
moderate,'' Brooks said. 
The biggest requirement a president 
should have is the ability to administer, 
Brooks said. Much of that task in­
volves picking experienced individuals 
to fill important posts, he said. 
"I don't think there is a human 
Herb Brooks 
Sees GOP as united 
being alive that has the ability and Sta'�es in the eyes of the world. 
intellect necessary to make all of the " We are projecting a weak im 
decisions needed for the presidency," abroad. I t  used to be when Ameri 
Brooks said. said something, it didn ' t  fool aroun 
Carter's biggest drawback, he said, Carter is continually vacillating 
is that he " has surrounded himselt1 saying ' I 'm sorry,' " Brooks said. 
with a ton of incompetents .  When you If the United States had a stro 
see the Andrew Youngs and the Jody president, he said, the hostage crisis 
P owells, that is evident," Brooks said. Iran would never have occurr 
Besides failing ·to deal with the Brooks cited strong presidents li 
burdens of inflation �nd unem- Lyndon J ohnson, Harry Truman 
plo"yment effectively, Brooks said: Richard Nixon as those type of lead 
Carter has lost respect for the United who would have averted the Iran i 
,iiiiiiiiii�!!!!if!!!!!if!!!!!if!!!!!if!!!!!if!!!!!if!�i[
· crisis by the nature of their personalit 
� Tlle outcome. of the election could 
affected by the release of the 
American hostages a month before 
November 4 election, Brooks said.  
"If that happened, people might 
so emotional that they would forget 
of the other issues and vote for Ca 
because of the hostages release," 
said. 
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hoe repairman stereotype c haUenged by woman 
y Jerry Fallstrom 
The common stereotypes associated 
ith certain occupations are becoming 
ore muddled every year . There are 
w female college presidents, female 
tronauts, female auto mechanics, 
male truck drivers and female coal 
iners. The list is endless . 
The stereotype of the shoe repair­
n conjures uo visions of  a hard­
orking hunch backed old man with 
ds of leather . That image does not 
Jane Lovell . 
Lovell runs Lovell Shoe Repair, at 
3 Monroe, Charleston . And Lovell 
s not j ust keep books and make 
ffee. Lovell does all of the repair of 
oes herself. Hers is a " one woman " 
ow all the way. 
Being a woman in a predominately 
e trade does not bother Lovell . 
"Some customers say, ' Do I call you 
shoe repairman or the shoe repair 
y?' It doesn ' t  bother me," she said. 
If  it did, I ' d  bash in their heads," 
veil joked .  
" l  would - prefer being called a 
bier . To me that doesn't  sound 
er male or female .  It sounds like it 
Id apply to either . "  
ovell said she does not see her job 
a statement for the women' s  rights 
vement. " I ' m  not into that ERA 
· g," she said . " But I put in 5 0 
rs a week and any help I get at 
e, l appreciate . ' '  
The art o f  shoemaking began in 
9,  when Thomas Beard,, a London 
maker, arrived at Salem, then a 
sachusetts Bay Colony . 
The cobbler ' s  trade is a dying one . 
schools o ffer diplomas in 
making . Most shoe repairmen are 
' ned on-the-j ob, learning their skill 
someone experienced in the 
e. Lovell learned her trade in this 
ner . 
" Iijust went into the shop down the 
t one day and started working with 
man who was running it. We soon 
me business partners,' ' Lovell 
he business soon folded, Lovell 
, when her partner left town with 
of the equipment. " That taught me 
t. But, you live and learn . "  
' I  do all the wor.k myself.  I worked 
in shoe factories for IO years before I 
started to repair them, so I knew 
what I was getting into," she said . 
Lovell ' s  shop opened in April 1 979,  
which is located down the street from 
the Will Rogers Theater.  
_ In addition to repairing shoes, 
Lovell also mends such things as 
purses, baseball gloves, suitcases, 
saddles, and tennis shoes. 
A customer of Lovell ' s ,  Terry 
Kelley, said he has no obj ections to 
having a woman repairing his shoes . 
" I  say that if a woman wants to 
work, let her. It doesn ' t  bother me," 
said Kelley, who works at Trailmobile .  
In times of tight money, more people 
take their shoes in for a cheap repair 
j ob rather than toss them out. 
"A lot of people comment about the 
price of shoes today . They come in 
and say, 'That' s cheaper than going 
out and buy a new pair,' " Lovell said . 
Bob Inyart, who runs lnyart ' s  Shoe 
Store in Charleston, agrees . "Where 
shoes are repairable, people are getting 
them fixed . "  
-
Lovell ' s  is now the only shoe repair 
shop in Charleston . " Charleston once 
had seven shoe · repair shops," Lovell 
said . " Now I ' m  the only one . "  
Much of  the machinery Lovell uses is 
antiquated by today' s  standards .  
Lovell is particularly fond of  her 40-
year-old stitcher . 
Used to stitch soles on the bottoms 
of  shoes; the stitcher is a reminder of a 
time when America was j ust emerging 
from the doldrums of  the Depression . 
" I ' d  like to replace the equipment 
eventually with newer models .  But l 
won ' t  sell the stitcher when I replace 
it. " 
The machine has sentimental value 
to Lovell, whose livelihood is in­
tricately tied to the performance of her 
machines . 
" It (the stitcher) means a lot to me. 
It 's my buddy. I have to talk to it 
sometimes to get it to work," she 
laughed . 
ln shoe materials, Lovell prefers 
leather to synthetic .  Synthetics are 
more likely to crack and peel, she said, 
whereas leather can be conditioned and 
will last three times longer. 
Lovell summed up her feelings about 
The Golden Comb 
For Guys & Gals . 12 14 Third St. Debbie Jones 
;145- 7530 . 
Just 1 Block North of Lincoln 
' 
' 
' 
Jane Lovell , owner of Lovell Shoe Repair in Charleston, demonstrates how to 
use her 40-year-old "stitcher" machine. (News photo by Bob Kasinecz) 
the quality of shoes sold today in one 
word: " C heap . "  
Lovell discounts the " you are your 
own boss" myth associated with those 
who are self-employed . 
Lovell has succeeded in muddling 
another stereotype, that of the shoe 
repairman . 
• •  
• 
• 
Just call Lovell a cobbler, thank 
you . 
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• 
• 
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Exer cise shown to aid 
against heart disease 
m I CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
BOSTON (AP)-Exercise - even if  
relatively mild -apparently helps the 
blood destroy dangerous clots, a 
discovery that may explain why people 
who work out have less heart disease 
and fewer strokes, researchers say . 
Doctors recently noticed that those 
who regularly j og or exercise have 
healthier hearts than the general 
population, but they were not sure 
what happens inside the body to 
protect the vital organ . 
The latest study, done at Duke 
University Medical Center, found a 
dramatic increase in the release of 
proteins that attack blood clots when 
people are in good physical shape. 
Dr. R.  Sanders Williams, who 
directed the research, said more studies 
must be done before scientists are 
convinced of his theory.  
Will iams said his gr:oup may have 
found <l{l "important mechanism" to 
lower chances of suffering heart 
disease, but noted in an interview, "It  
would be overstating the case to say 
that  we have found a vitally important 
e ffect  of physical conditioning that 
clearly prevents heart attacks . "  
The study, published in  Thursday's  
issue of the New England Journal of 
Medicine, measured the effects of 1 0  
weeks of mild physical exercise o n  69 
healthy adults who had not been 
exercising regularly.  
At the outset of the experiment, 
doctors testedthe volunteers by putting 
inflatable h i g h  b lood pre s s u re 
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MEET THE 
OWNERS 
AND MANAGER OF 
Jerry Nikitas owner 
EIU educated 
Ex-school teacrer 
Married to Karen 
Gregarious 
· \  
John Ward owner 
EIU over-educated 
Single , not looking 
Ex-school teacher 
Ex-school principal 
.i . 
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Art Lauderback 
Manager 
EIU Educated 
Single, not looking 
Best pool player 
Shaved his beard 
Sum mer Evening '80 
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Juesqay •. J�me ;2,4 ,  � �80 Entertainment 
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T esday Viewing 2-Hollywood Squares U 3-Movie: "Thrill of a Romance."  ( 1 945) A GI pursues a swimming iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii teacher in a top musical . Starring Van 
Johnson and Esther Williams. 
1 1 :00 a.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-<::hain Reaction 
3, 1 0-Young and the Restless 
9-Phil Donahue 
1 7-$20, 000 Pyramid 
38-Laverne and Shirley 
1 1 :30 a.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Password Plus 
1 7 ,38-Ryan 's Hope 
1 2:00 
2, 1 5 , 20-Days Of Our �ives 
3 , 1 0-f'.lews 
4-Lov.e, American Style 
9-<::ub's baseball 
1 7, 38-All My Children 
1 2:30 p.m. 
3, 1 0-Search For Tomorrow 
4-Movie:  "Joe Butterfly . " ( 1 957)  
Five Gl 's  ordered to turn out a first 
edition of a newspaper on Japanese 
soil befriend a helpful oriental . Starring 
Audie M urphy and Keenan Wynn.  
2 ,  1 5 , 20-Doctors 
3, 1 0-As The World Turns 
9-Bewitched 
1 7-0ne Life To Live 
38-Green Acres 
1 :30 
2, 1 5 , 20-Another World 
9-Love, American Style 
2:00 p.m. 
3 ,  1 0-Guiding Light 
9-Maude 
1 7 , 3 8-General Hospital 
2:30 p.m. 
9-Dennis the Menace 
4-Father Knows Best 
1 -�-Electric Company 
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All Summer Long 
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I 1NYART'S I I Shoe Store- North side of square I l,41 ... 041 .. 0 ... c >.-o.-c� .... C l41m.1 141m.( 141m.C l41m.C l41m.C l41m.C': 
4-Super Station Fun 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 5 , 2 0-Batman 
1 7 ,38-Edge of Night 
3:30 p.m. 
2-Partridge Family 
1 0-Tom and Jerry 
1 5, 20-1 Dream Of Jeannie 
1 7-Mike Douglas 
38-$20, 000 Pyramid 
4:00 p.m. 
2-Mike Douglas 
4-Flinstones 
1 0-Captain Jack 
1 2-Mister Rogers 
1 5 , 2 0-McHale's Navy 
38-1 Love Lucy 
4:30 p.m. 
3-Rebel Slave 
9-1 Dream Of Jeannie 
1 0-Munsters 
1 2-Zoom 
1 5 , 2 0-Partridge Family 
38-Dick Van Dyke 
5:00 p.m. 
3-Mary Tyler Moore 
4-My Three Sons 
9-McHale's Navy 
1 0-Leave It To Beaver 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 5 , 2 0-News 
1 7-ABC News 
38-Family Feud 
5:25 p.m. 
3-<::lose Up 
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 20, 38-News 
4-1 Dream Of J eannie 
9-My Three Sons 
6:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 2 0 , 38-News 
4-Andy Griffith 
9-Andy Griffith 
1 2-Dick Cavett 
2-MASH 
3-MASH 
6:30 p.m. 
4-1 Love Lucy 
9-Dick Van Dyke 
1 0-Tic Tac Dough 
1 2-McNeil/Lehrer Report 
1 5 , 20-Brady Bunch 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Misadventures of Sheriff 
Lobo 
3, 1 0-White Shadow 
4-Hogan 's Heroes 
9-Movie:  "Red Tomahawk. "  ( 1 957)  
Suspense tale about one town's 
attempt to ward off the Sioux Indians. 
Starring Howard Keel and M.B .  
Mathews. 
1 2-Twilight Zone 
1 7 , 38-Happy Days 
7:30 p.m. 
4-All in the Family 
1 7, 38-Laverne and Shirley 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Alone at Last. 
3, 1 0-Movie: "The Defection of 
Simas Kudirka . "  ( 1 978)  True story 
about a Lithuanian sailor who tries to 
defect to America but fails. Starring 
Alan Arkin and Shirley Knight. 
4-Braves Baseball 
1 7 ,38-Three's Company 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-NBC White Paper 
1 7-Taxi 
9:00 p.m. 
9-News 
1 2-Searct: for Solutions 
1 7, 38-Hart to Hart 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 20-News 
38-Hogan's Heroes 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Tonight 
3-Streets of San Francisco 
4-Rat Patrol 
9-Prisoner: Cell Block H 
1 0-Barnaby Jones 
1 7 , 38-ABC News 
1 0:50 p.m. 
1 7 ,38-Soap 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
9-Movie : "Rope of San d . "  ( 1 949) 
An adventure yarn about a search for 
diamonds. Starring Burt Lancaster 
and Paul Henreid . 
1 1 :25 p.m. 
1 7  ,38-Movie : "Five On The Black 
Hand Side . "  ( 1 973) The story of the 
harried home life of a Los Angeles 
barber. Starring Leonard Jackson and 
Clarice Taylor. 
3-The Rookies 
1 1 :40 p.m 
1 0-Mary Hartman , Mary Hartman 
1 2:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Tomorrow 
\ \ I .. 
. � Tuesday, .Juae· 24 , : i 980 1 3  
9:00 a.m. 
,3-Phil Donahue 
amily Affair Wednesday viewing 1 7 ,38-Family 8:00 p.m. 2, 1 5 , 2 0-Diff'rent Strokes 
ovie : "Love Letters . "  ( 1 945) An 
er on the Italian front writes love 
ers to his friend's finacee . Starring 
ph Cotten . 
D-Jeffersons 
1 -Electric Company 
5,20-Newlywed Game 
7-Looking In 
TL Club 
9:30 a.m. 
reen Acres 
5,20-Hollywood Squares 
7-8ozo's Big Top 
1 0:00 a.m. 
, 1 5 , 20-High Rollers 
, I D-Price is Right 
ovie: Spy in Black. "  ( 1 938) A 
War II story about a German 
ine landing in the Orkney 
ds. Starring Conrad Veight and 
.8. Mathews. 
7-Laveme �nd Shirley 
1 0:30 a.m. 
, 1 5 , 20-Wheel of Fortune 
7-Family Feud 
1 1 :00 a.m. 
1 5 , 2 0-Chain Reaction 
, 1 0-Young and the Restless 
hil Donahue 
7-$20,000 Pyramid 
verne and Shirley 
1 1 :30 a.m. 
, 1 5 ,20-Password Plus 
7,38-Ryan's Hope 
1 2:00 
1 5 , 2 0-Days Of Our Lives 
, 1 0-News 
ove, American Style 
ub's baseball 
7,38-All My Children 
1 2:30 p.m. 
, 1 0-Search For Tomorrow 
ovie: "Flaxey Martin . "  ( 1 949) A 
wgirl double-crosses a lawyer into 
·ng a murder rap for her. Starring 
ginia Mayo and Dorothy Malone .  
1 :00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20:.._Doctors 
3, 1 0-As The World Turns 
9-Bewitched 
1 7 -One Life To Live 
38-Green Acres 
1 :30 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Another World 
9-Love, American Style 
2:00 p.m. 
3, 1 0-Guiding Light 
9-Maude 
1 7 , 38-General Hospital 
2:30 p.m. 
9-Dennis the Menace 
4-Father Knows Best 
1 2-Electric Company 
3:00 p.m. 
2-Hollywood Squares 
3-Movie:  "Thrill of a Romance . "  
( 1 945) A GI pursues a swimming 
teacher in a top musical . Starring Van 
Johnson and Esther Williams. 
4-Super Station Fun 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 5 , 2 0-Batman 
1 7 , 3 8-Edge of N ight 
3:30 p.m. 
2-Partridge Family 
1 0-Tom and Jerry 
1 5, 20-1 Dream Of Jeannie 
1 7-Mike Douglas 
38-$20, 000 Pyramid 
4:00 p.m. 
2-Mike Douglas 
4-Flinstones 
1 0-Captain Jack 
1 2-Mister Rogers 
1 5 , 2 0-McHale's Navy 
38-1 Love Lucy · 
4:30 p.m. 
3-Rebel Slave 
9-1 Dream Of Jeannie 
1 0-Munsters 
1 2-Zoom 
��- - - - - - - - - --------------1  
� � . I � Thi.s card is unrth aw free drink I · after purchasinf! first one at Sporty's l  
345-".l092 7 27 7th St. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
Clerk lnitia). ____ o� 
c,O�
'Q 
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ---- -
AIT 81 PBDTDGIAPIY 
Robert Erickson 
Wed d i ng dates sti l l  ava i la b le for th i s  su m mer .  
Ca l l  fo r  an  a p po i ntment .  
rura l  route I. charle s t oa , i l l i a oi s  &1920 217 345 ·78 2 1  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... 
$1 Off you r favorite Sa le items 
f b not Lim it-1 Case 0 eer i nc l ud ed· 
Cou pon good through june 29 
S:OO p.m. 
3-Mary Tyler Moore 
4-My Three Sons 
9-McHale's Navy 
1 0-Leave It To Beaver 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 5 , 2 0-News 
1 7-ABC News 
38-Family Feud 
5:25 p.m. 
3-Close U p  
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 20 , 3 8-News 
4-l Dream Of J eannie 
9-My Three Sons 
1 5 , 20-Partridge Family 
38-Dick Van Dyke 
6:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 2 0 , 3 8-News 
9-Andy Griffith 
1 2-Dick Cavett 
1 7 �oker's Wild 
6:30 p.m 
2-MASH 
3-MASH 
9-Dick Van Dyke 
1 0 , 1 7-Tic Tac Dough 
1 2-McNeil/Lehrer Repart 
1 5 , 2 0-Brady Bunch 
38-Cross Wits 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Real People 
3, 1 0-Movie:  "Charlotte's Web . "  
( 1 9 7 3 )  The adaptation o f  the E . B .  
White children '& classic o f  the lonely 
piglet called Wilbur and his frien d ,  a 
practical spider. 
9-The Girl , the Gold Watch and 
Everything.  
3 ,  1 0-Movie : "The Last Giraffe . "  
( 1 979)  A true-life story o f  nature 
filmed in East Africa. Starring Simon 
Ward and Tim Buwick. 
1 2-Great Performances 
1 7  , 3 8-Charlie's Angels 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0:--Facts of Life 
9:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5 , 20-Quincy 
9-News 
1 7 , 38-David Hartman Special 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7  , 20-News 
9-Love, American Style 
1 2-Dick Cavett 
38-Hogan's H eroes 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5 , 2 0-Tonight 
3-Streets of San Francisco 
9-Prisoner: Cell Block H 
1 0-Black Sheep Squadron 
1 7 ,38-ABC News 
1 0:50 p.m. 
1 7,  38-Love Boat 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
9-Movie : "Brainstorm . "  ( 1 9 6 5 )  
Suspense melodrama about a young 
scientist feigning insanitY so he can 
murder his boss. Starring Jeffrey 
Hunter and Dana Andrews. 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
3-Rookies 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-Medical Story 
1 2:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Tomorrow 
1 7 , 38-Baretta 
' 1 2:30 a.m. 
3-News 
,, , �  Uni
.
sex Hairstyling 
"l'· r � Image Hatr Products - The Problem .. ·· 
Solvers. And y and Linda w i l l  des ign 
a com p lete hair care progra m just for you. 
Cal l  tod ay for a professional ap proach to great hair.  
By 
Appointment 
Only 
Ninth & Lincoln 
345-4313 
Tues-Fri  9a m-6pm 
Sat 9am -noon 
Break Away for 
real Italian pizza 
Phone : 345�3400 
1600 E.  L inco ln 
Beh i n d  Bob H ickm a n  Ford 
7:15 & 9:40 
.« MiilRE 
STRIKES BACK 
20th CENTURY- IPGI FOX F I L M S  
SO R RY NO PRESENTED DD DOLBY STEAED "" WE E K END · '  IN EA RLY SHOW EVF N IN GS· 4:30. P R ICES .  · . 7:00 & 9:30  
MAT I NE E 
2:00 
I 
1 4 •••tern flews Tuesday, June 2 4 ,  1 980 
Reassessinerit·n·eeded 
BOG recommends scrutiny of 1 4 programs 
by Marsha Hausser 
The Board of Governors recom­
mended that 14 undergraduate and 
graduate programs at Eastern be 
watched closely by Eastern ad­
ministrators in the coming year toassess 
the worth of those programs . 
At its Thursday meeting in 
Springfield the board presented its 
annual program recommendations for 
all five universities in the system . 
Through the ninth consecutive review, 
the board is attempting to draw at­
tention to programs which it has 
examined with the vice presidents and 
deans of each university and identified 
as possible troubled areas . 
Included in the area of programs to 
be watched and reviewed are the three 
foreign language majors,  the master ' s  
i n  education ·degree i n  instructional 
media, the bachelor of arts degree in 
political science with a teacher 
education option and the un­
dergraduate degree in Afro-American 
studies . 
Margaret Soderberg , an assistant to 
the vice president for academic affairs, 
said Friday the recommendations made 
by the board are not something to be 
alarmed about,  but they simply mean 
there ' s  something in the numbers 
Included in the area of 
programs to be watched and 
reviewed are . the three foreign 
language majors, the master's 
in education degree in in­
structional m edia, the BA 
degree in pol itical science with 
a teacher education option and 
the undergrad degree in Afro­
American studie s .  
(enrollment i n  a given major,  costs o f  
maintaining the program) which makes 
an outsider more alert to shifts 'Yhich 
occur from year to year . 
"The changes are not necessarily 
serious or indicate that the program is 
on the road to a problem, ' '  Soderberg 
said . However, each program which 
was given a recommendation of status 
quo will be watched closely and · 
reviewed by the department chairman , 
faculty in the department and the 
administration to determine how it can 
be modified or improved to increase its 
effectiveness . 
The status quo is " an indication to 
, the BHE (I llinois Board o( Higher 
Education) and taxpayers that we' re 
trying to keep track of their 
programs , "  Soderberg said.  " It ' s  an 
indication to outsiders that we' re 
paying attention . "  
She said the only time a university 
needs to be thinking seriously of 
eliminating or " phasing out" a 
program which has been given a 
recommendation of status quo is when 
that recommendation occurs over a 
period of a few years . She said she 
does not foresee that happening with 
any of the current programs .with that 
recommendation. 
In the Afro-American studies . 
program , Soderberg said it is im­
portant that consideration be given to 
the cultural aspects as well as the 
number of students enrolled in the 
program when assessing its worth.  
' 'That program fills an important 
need for cultural activities which you 
have to bear in mind , "  Soderberg said.  
She noted that the program was given 
the same rating at both Chicago State 
and Western I llinois universities .  
Soderberg said the ratings given 
programs by both the BOG and the 
IBHE are usually reasonable and when 
they are not, the university will fight 
for a program which is in danger of 
being eliminated . 
Two such programs are the master ' s  
degree offered i n  chemistry and the 
foreign language degrees . 
director for academic affairs of the 
BOG , the request for phasfog out the 
program was withdrawn by the IBHE, 
Soderberg said . 
" When a situation comes and we 
need to fight we will , "  Soderberg said . 
Both Soderberg and Eastern 
President Daniel E .  Marvin are not 
"When a situation comes and 
we need to fight we wi l l , " 
assistant to the Vice President 
for Academ i c  Affairs, Margaret 
Soderberg, said . 
The license is being applied for 
following an amendment added to a 
liquor bill which had prohibited the 
sale of liquor within l , 500 feet of a 
classroom . 
The amendment would allow liquor 
to be sold if  conferences consisting 
mainly of businessmen and not faculty 
members were held at a university, Ken 
Hesler, director of university relations 
said . 
Hesler said Jack Bleicher, assistant 
executive director for legal services at 
the BOG is studying the matter and 
will come up with guidelines which 
each university will have to adhere to 
concerned ovei" the board ' s  recom- I before liquor may be served . 
mendations on the foreign language Hesler said Eastern is interested in 
programs because the IBHE is in the having the license because "we have 
process of reviewing foreign language excellent conference facilities 
programs at all I llinois universities . campus . "  
' 
Marvin said he has no fears for those With the growth of the Office of 
programs here . Public Service and Development, 
In  addition to the program review, which is responsible for bringing 
the board is also in the process · of conventions to campus,  the amend· 
applying for a license for the five ment will be important in making 
universities in the BOG to serve liquor Eastern an appealing site for businesses 
at conventions and conferences offered to bring their conventions.  
at the universities . 
With the chemistry program , the � - - - - - - - - -6-0_ ¢ _o_ff_y_O_U_ r_f_a_V_O_r·t-te- - - - - - - - - -I BHE had recommended that Eastern . 
begin phasing out the degree, which Sale items 
Eastern administrators were opposed Lambrusco Wine not included to. After sessions with the chemistry 
department chairman, faculty, and Coupon good through June 29 
Robert Pringle who is deputy executive •••••••••lil•li••••lllilmn••••••••• 
M-OONLIGHT AD NESS Wednesday 6- 10 pm 
Suits 
Slacl<s 
Sport Coats 
Wal l< Shorts } 1 /2 price 
I<nit Shirts $9.00 (Values to $20) 
Every item in store reduced at least 20o/o 
- including complete stodcof jeans 
in Denim Room 
Cl osed Wednesday 
Afternoon 
Re-open 6- 1 0 pm SI IAFER'S 
DOWNTOWN CHARLESTON 
3 ways to pay: 
Cash 
VISA-MASTER CHARGE 
. .  ' \  
' .  
' . .  . 
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Classif ied ads Please report classified ad errors immediately at 58 1 · 2 8 1  2 .  A correct ad wi l l  appear in the next edit ion . Un less notif ied , we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after its f irst insertion . 
Help Wanted 
Wanted 
Ride needed to Joliet. Plainfield 
, June 26. Call 348·0642. 
Riders wanted to Macomb area or 
ywhere between on weekend 
ing 6-26. Call Glen, 345-9020 or 
5·5378. 
. ----------24 
Need Ride to Chicago area (South 
urbs) early Thurs. 345-9503. 
Girl needs ritte weekend of June 28 
d 29 ,  to Northwest suburb -
Plaines or anywhere close. Can 
ve anytime after 1 0  a . m .  Thursday. 
p w/gas money. Call 345-2446 
for Lisa. 
Pl&U, P.lc'R£ OFF, HONEY. 
IF I GCT ANY MAil, 
JUST FORlllARIJ IT OlfT 
70 A5P� OKAY? 
'\ 
For Rent 
Charleston - two bedroom 'f\lrnished 
mobile home, carpeted, A . C . , and 
u nderpinned . Ph. 234-8032. 
Want to rent for Fall/Sprin g .  One 
bedroom furnished apartment in 
apartment bui lding with laundry 
facil it ies. Call 58 1 ·3632. 
H e l p  P A R I S  c a m p a i g n .  
Congressman PAUL SIMON to speak 
at fundraising dinner for BILL PARIS, 
Friday, June 27 . For details and 
tickets - 345-485 1 ,  345-7982 or 
Club · for 
197 1 Ford Maverick, 1 350 . See at 
715 9th or phone 345- 7334 after 5 
p . m .  
Coppertone Magic Chef gas range.  
Excellent condition - $1 50. 00 or best 
offer. 345·2585 after 4 :30 p . m .  -----------24 258-8512. Fred Maclaren, Chair-
Summer only for immediate rental 3· man, PARIS FOR JU DGE COM· ___________26 room apartment, $ 1 60 per month . M ITTE E .  Panasonic AM-FM stereo receiver, 
Will pay part of the first months's rent, 
___________24 io watts, with BSR automatic turn-
water and trash pickup included.  58 1 · Experienced typist wil l  type for you . table .  Like new, $1 50 or offer.  345· 
5
_
5
_
3
_
6
_
a
_
ft
_
e
_
r 5
_
. 
______
_ 
24 
c
_
a
_
11
_
3
_
4
_
5
_
-7
_
7
_
5
_
5
_
. 
_____ 7 / 1 0 
7
_
2
_
7
_
8
_
. 
_
_
______
_ 26 
Apartments: Two bedroom un· WELCOM E  BACK - Stay Coo l ;  Use 
furnished near Eastern . Three others 5-Points laundromat and car wash . 
furnished . 345-4846. 
__________7/3 
1 00 acres 1 /2 mile south of 
C harleston city l imits. 1 /3 farmland, 
balance groves and woods.  Offered 
by owner. $2,500 per acre -
$ 1 0,000 down, balance 20 years, 8 
1 /2 percent interest. 345-2295, Box 
294, Westfield . 
-=============26 Rummage Sale · moving out of state 
Annou ncements 
Jukebox - Free each day with Roe's 
Summer '80 Book. 
___________26 
KEEP ABORTION SAFE AND 
LEGAL - Join Naral - Free Referals.  
345-9285. 
__________7 / 1 0 
everyth ing must go.  Books · 
reference,  co l lege texts etc . 
Household items, utensils, l inens, 8-
track tapes, clothes, lamps . 25 1 5  S .  
4th, Saturday, J u n e  28, 8 a . m . -5 p . rr. .  
_______ 26 For Sale :  Sofa, chair ,  lamps, 1 9" B .& W TV. l;xcellent condition . Call 
If you need a roommate for the before 9 a . m .  or after 4 p . m .  348-
Fall/Spring Call John at 58 1 -270 1 .  0222. 
___________26 ----�-------26 
I IJO, 8tJT 
IT'S HARIJ 
70 P!CTllR/3. 
\ 
Lost and Fou nd 
LET THE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
WORK FOR 
VDU! 
Sel something 
you don't need. 
Find a bargain 
to buy.  
Rent a house. 
Sell your car .  
581 -281 2 will 
work for� 
Answers to puzzle 
"DO IT YOURSELF" CLASS I F I E D  AD COST P E R  DAY : 50 cents for 1 O words or less , $ 1  for 1 1 - 20  
words . All ads MUST be paid in advance . Name and 
phone n u m ber are requ i red for office pu rposes . AD TO READ 
N AM E :  
ADDR E SS : 
AD TO START _________ AN D R U N FOR 
___________ P HO N E : _____ _ 
Place ad and money in envelope and d eposit in Eastern 
News box i n  U n ion or bring to News Office in  Student 
Services Bui lding by noon the day before it  is to run .  
... 
. ?  
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Cobb expected to play a key role at Winn ipeg 
Eastern's all time career rushing leader Poke Cobb now playing with the 
Canadian Football leagues Winnipeg Blue Bombers. (News photo by Rich 
Bauer) 
Softbal l team ends season ; 
places in  state , reg ionals · 
by V ickie Woodbury 
While many of Eastern's  students, 
were slaving away in their books last 
month, the women's  softball team was 
enjoying the excitement of post season 
play . 
· 
In the first round of state wide play 
against DePaul, Karen Kiester and 
Kelly Waldrup went two-for-three at 
the plate to drive in three runs, while 
Kathy Richards surrendered j ust two 
hits for the 12-0 win.  
In the second contest, Cindy 
Eggemeyer drove in two runs to lead 
Eastern to a 5-2 victory over Lewis 
University . 
The Panthers were not as victorious 
in semi-final play, as they could muster 
only one run off three hits, while 
S o u t hern I l l i n o i s  U ni v e r s i t y ­
Edwardsville scored t w o  runs off o f  
five hits . 
Deb Mcfeeters scored the lone run 
of the day . She hit one long to the 
outfield and scored on an error by the 
shortstop . 
The Panthers bounced back against 
Chicago Circle scoring six runs in the 
first inning and then went on to win the 
game 9-5. 
Edwardsville took the bounce out of 
the ball with a 3-0 win, but Eastern still 
advanced to regional play . 
In the first game against University 
of West Virginia at Charleston, it was 
Richards again who gave up j ust two 
runs, while teammates Eggemeyer and 
Mcfeeters scored two runs on two hits .  
In subsequel1t games,the Panthers 
were shut out by Grand Valley State, 
only to come back in the third game 
and edge past Franklin College 5-4. 
After the game against Franklin the 
Panthers met Edwardsville again .  
For the third time during post season 
play, Edwardsville knocked the 
Panthersout of the box, this time by a 
3-1 margin .  
The season was highlighted b y  a 
second place finish in the state, a 
fourth place finish in the region and 
freshmen Nancy Kassebaum, Kathy 
Richards and sophomore Penny Berg 
being named to the All-State team . 
The Panthers were 5-4 in post season 
play and 17-21 overall .  
Nevins did not make any excuses for 
the under .500 season .  
She said,"We made a lot of mental 
errors which caused physical errors, 
and our base running needs im­
provement . ' '  
Eastern ' s  all-time career rushing 
leader Poke Cobb appears to be ad­
j usting to professioAal football . 
Poke, who rusheQ 930 . tiIRes· for 
5,042 yards and 48 t.outhdowns with 
the Panthers, ,. signed with the Win­
perieg Blue Bombers of the Canadian 
.football league. 
In 1978, Poke was a second team 
All-American as Eastern won Division 
II National Championship . And in 
1979, Cobb was named a first team 
All-American and led the nation with 
293 carries for 1,609 yards . That was 
good for 146.3 yard average and he 
also added 14 touchdowns . 
The 5' 9, 190 pound running back 
who was considered not big enough to 
play in the NFL has made an excellent 
transition from college to professional 
footba1l according to Public Relations 
Director J ohn Law . 
Law said the coaches got a brief look 
at Poke in the first pre-season game 
where he averaged seven yards in four 
-c a r r i e s  agai n s t  t h e  M ontreal 
Allouettes . 
" At that time," Law said, "there 
were 55 players vying for positions and 
the coaches wanted to get a look at 
some of the other players . ' '  
Since then 10 players have been cut 
from the roster so Poke is expected to 
see a lot of action against Toronto on 
J uly 25. 
Law said the Bombers had a really 
hefty · training camp. Four running 
backs were previously from the NFL 
and two veterans , Jim Washington 
who rushed for 1000 yards, and Poke. 
" Poke made the transition well and 
the coaches were happy with him or he 
wouldn' t  be here . They were really 
surprised at his blocking ability for his 
size, and he's  got the moves, so we 
expect a lot out of him,' ' Law said .  
H u ber picked by Cornet 's  
in  sixth round draft choice 
At least  one Eastern 
basketball player was  drafted 
by a professional league. 
None of  Don Eddy' s  male 
cage team was  p i c k e d ,  
however center Jo Huber who 
was instrumental in  leading 
the women cagers to a third 
place finish in the region was 
drafted in the sixth round by 
the Iowa Cornets of the 
W o m e n ' s  P r o fe s s i o n a l  
Basketball League.  
The C ornets won the 
M i d west  D i v i s i o n  cham­
pionship this  year . 
" We talked to several 
people about Jo, and they felt 
she has talent and was worthy 
of being drafted," Bruce 
Mason, Cornets director of 
operations and assistant coach 
said . 
" The only question is the 
level of competition she ' s  
faced, but Eastern h a s  h a d  a 
winning record and she ' s  
received good coaching," 
Mason said . 
" We have a tryout in J uly, 
and at that time we bring in  all 
the rookies we drafted plus 
any other free agents . At the 
end of this camp, we write 
back the ones we feel are 
worthy, and offer them 
contracts,  he added . 
For the 79-80 season she 
compiled 282 points and 119 
rebounds in 18 games . 
Her performance impressed 
' the Cornets, who felt she was 
worthy of  being drafted . 
Against the University of 
Northern Iowa she had a game 
high of 31 points and 12 
rebounds and enj oyed a 
similar outing against the 
U niversity of Illinois where 
she poured in 27 points and 
Former Eastern center Jo Huber 
was drafted in the sixth round by the 
Iowa Cornets of the Women's 
Professional Basketball League. 
(News photo by Val Bosse) 
pulled down 11 rebounds . 
As a senior Huber was 
named to the All-State 
t o u r n a m e n t  t e a m  a n d  
averaged 15.6 points and 10.6 
rebounds per game. 
Huber is currently student 
t e a c h i n g  a t  D e c a t u r  
MacArth u r  H i g h  School 
where she is assistant men's 
basketball coach. 
